EYFS Medium Term Plan Summer Term 1 2022

Who made Britain Great? People Who Help Us

This will cover the themes of people who help us, changes in hospitals over time, creating with textiles and living things and their habitats. We will be following the interests
and ideas of the children. We will be doing this using our key texts.

Special Events - Healthy Eating and Dental Hygiene Day, Jubilee School Street Party

Personal Social Emotional Development

Physical Development

Talk about healthy habits – fitness and diet. Link to dental health and
hygiene.

Develop overall body-strength, agility, balance and co-ordination

Building constructive and respectful relationships

Holds a pencil effectively in preparation for writing - fine motor skills to
support pencil grip

Works and plays co-operatively

Writing a short caption using sounds learnt so far.
Write in response to a picture linked to main theme.
Beginning to write sentences linked to our key topics.
Read simple captions independently -Reading for
meaning.
Enjoy a wide range of culturally diverse texts
Specific focus on own name writing
Tricky words - from Little Wandle scheme – to be
taught daily
Key Texts: see above
Daily handwriting session to target letter formation
within phonics session and dough disco.
Expect and correct letter formation in all activities.

Developing the basis of a handwriting style and moving towards
consistent letter formation - daily writing sessions
Develops accuracy and care when drawing - continuous provision for
drawing, mark making and painting

Thinking about the perspective of others

Literacy

Communication and Language

Maths
Mastering Number continues daily
Support Maths through weekly CP linked to
numberblocks theme and Mastering Number.
Daily counting to 20 forwards and backwards.
Use 'fast fingers' and 'bunny ears' daily within
range of 10.
become more familiar with the counting
pattern beyond 20.
explore the composition of odd and even
numbers, looking at the ‘shape’ of these
numbers
begin to link even numbers to doubles

Listening to a range of stories, lessons and discussions.
We will be working at sharing our ideas and using new
vocabulary. We will be encouraging the children to ask
questions and share their thoughts. The children will be
engaging with a range of texts and sharing their
experiences and responses to these texts.

Understanding the World and RE
RE - How do Christians Celebrate Pentecost?
UoW - Share ideas and observations about animals
and their habitats
Discussing a range of different habitats around the
world.

Expressive Art and Design
We will be weaving and exploring textiles to
create collaboratively sharing ideas, resources and
skills. Safely use and explore a variety or tools and
techniques, experimenting with colour, design,
texture, form and function. Sharing creations and
explaining the process that has been used.

Phonics
Focus on blending for reading and writing through modelling of blending in phonics session
Teach phase 3 and consolidate from Little Wandle
Keep up interventions for phase 2 sounds and blending keep up group support.
Tricky words to be taught alongside Little Wandle phonics sessions
10 minute Daily sentence/caption blending session

